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Large landmass that juts out from a continent

EX. India

60.



Subcontinent 

60A.



Seasonal wind that can bring rain

EX. India and Southeast Asia

61.



monsoon 

61A.



Civilization:

- Developed along the Indus River

- Irrigation systems 

- Standardized bricks-clay

- Advanced well planned cities-Harappa and Mohenjo Daro

- Centralized government

- System of weights and measures

- Traditional agricultural society

- Polytheistic. 

62.



Indus Civilization 

62A.



Cities that were the twin capitals of the Indus Valley; evidence 
of a highly advanced government through urban planning(well 
planned cities)-warehouses, plumbing systems with sewers, 
baths and drains

63.



Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro

63A.



Civilization:

-Migration as a result of the need of food-Aryan Migration

-Settled into the region along the Ganges River 

- Seized control over the people of the Indus River. 

- Developed a social hierarchy (Caste system), 

- polytheistic 

- Government ruled by rajas 

64.



Aryans

64A.



65.

• Polytheistic faith: 

-Developed: India

-Founder: blend of Indus and Aryan beliefs

-text: Vedas, Ramayana, Mahabharata, Bhagavad Gita 

-Teachings: Karma, dharma, reincarnation, Moksha, Caste

system

-Sacred objects: Ganges River, cows 



Hinduism

65A.



66.

Ones actions that have an affect on a person’s life

Hindu and Buddhist teaching  



Karma

66A.



67.

A persons duty under Hinduism



Dharma

67A.



68.

A belief that the soul is reborn in another bodily form based 
on a person’s karma.

Hindu and Buddhist teaching



Reincarnation

68A.



69.

Religious and social hierarchy in traditional Indian society,  
that is based on a person’s birth and influenced by the 
teachings of karma, dharma, and reincarnation rigid social 
structure. 



Caste system 

69A.



70.

Polytheistic faith: 

-Developed: India

-Founder: Siddhartha Gautama  

-text: Tripitka 

-Teachings: Four Noble Truths, 

Eightfold Path, Nirvana 

Karma, reincarnation



Buddhism

70A.



71.

Buddhist teaching that emphasis that all human pain and 
suffering is caused by selfish desires. 



Four Noble Truths

71A.



72.

Buddhist teaching that emphasis the path one must follow to 
avoid pain and suffering to achieve nirvana.  



Eightfold Path

72A.



73.

A Buddhist belief that stresses being one with the universe 
and a release from the cycle of rebirth 



Nirvana

73A.



74. Empire:

-1st Empire of India-centralized rule 

- advanced society that built schools, libraries, palaces and 
temples, harbors 

- Aided in the spread and expansion of Buddhism to other 
regions in the East

Famous rulers-Chandragupta Maurya, Asoka the Great



Maurya Empire

74A.



75. Ruler:

-Mauryan Empire 

-Converted to Buddhism, rejected violence and resolved to 
live by moral example

-Spread Buddhism via missionaries to the East

-Built hospitals and schools

-Edicts of Asoka (law codes)



Asoka the Great

75A.



76.

Period of relative peace and prosperity that results in great 
cultural achievements 

EX. Greeks, Gupta, Pax Romana, Abbasids, Tang and Song



Golden Age

76A.



77.

Empire:

-Golden Age of India that made major cultural advancements 
primarily in the areas of math and science.

-Achievements:
• Ajanta Cave Paintings
• Concept of Zero
• Decimal System
• Arabic Numbers
• Solar eclipse
• Sanskrit (system of writing)
• Set broken bones and perform surgery
• Vaccines
• Game of Chess

12345
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Gupta Empire

77A.



Mountain range located in Southeast Asia between India and 
China that helped isolate Ancient Civilizations -natural barrier

78.



78A.

Himalayan Mountains



Fine yellow soil that is blown into the Huang He River giving it a 
yellow appearance. 

79.



79A.

Loess



Civilization: 

-Developed along the Huang He River (yellow river)

- Centralized government under the rule of an Emperor

- Polytheistic-ancestor worship

- Social hierarchy (birth and occupation) 

- Achievements: 
• yoke and harness

• spooked wheel

• calendar 

• bronze weapons and containers

• oracle bones

80.



80A.

Shang Dynasty



Chinese belief that the Chinese were located below the Heavens 
but above other civilizations and were highly superior. 
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81A.

Middle Kingdom



Chinese belief that the God’s have given the ruler the right to 
rule

82.



82A.

Mandate of Heaven



Chinese belief that the rise and fall of Dynasties is based on the 
concept of the Mandate of Heaven

83.



83A.

Dynastic Cycle



Dynasty: 

-Est. the concept of Mandate of Heaven and Dynastic cycle

-Achievements:
• Irons tools such as the plow

• horse harness 

• glass 

• Canals

• Roads

• Money economy

• Dyed fabrics

84.



84A.

Zhou Dynasty



Founder of a Chinese philosophy that emphasis that all people 
are born into relationships and need to put the good of society 
first. 

85.



85A.

Confucius



Philosophy:

-Developed: China

-Founder: Confucius

-Text: Analects

-Teachings: Five Relationships, Filial 
Piety

-Emphasis on hard work and 
dedication-civil service exam

-Accept role in society-Good of society

86.



86A.

Confucianism 



Respect for one’s elders and family

87.



87A.

Filial Piety 



The basic teachings of 
Confucianism in which all 
people have relationships 
which determine their role 
and duties within society for 
the good of China.
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88A.

Five Relationships



Philosophy:

-Developed: China

-Founder: Laozi

-Text: The Way of Virtue 

-Teachings: Living in peace and harmony with nature

Universe is made of equal and opposing forces-

Yin and Yang

-Reflected in art

89.



89A.

Daoism or Taoism



Dynasty:

-ending the period of the warring states and uniting China 

-military technology –crossbow 

-Legalism

-Achievements:
• Great Wall of China
• Terracotta Army
• roads
• weights and measure
• Coin Money
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90A.

Qin Dynasty



Emperor of the Qin Dynasty who enforced the philosophy of 
legalism, Great Wall of China and the Terracotta Army
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91A.

Shi Huangdi



Philosophy based on the teachings of Hanfeizi who stressed that
people are evil and greed is the main motive; the only way to
achieve order was to pass strict laws and harsh punishments 
Ex. Book burning and public whippings, forced labor on Great 

Wall 
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92A.

Legalism



Empire: 
-Emperor Wudi
-Creation of the Silk Road 
-Civil Service Exam based on Confucian teachings
- Adaptation of Buddhist teachings
- Achievements:

• Hot Balloon
• Paper
• Shipbuilding and rudders   
• Stirrups 
• Fishing reels
• Wheelbarrows
• Suspension bridges

93.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_examination
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_examination


93A.

Han Empire



Extensive trade route that connected the West and the East that
resulted in cultural diffusion.
EX. Buddhism, Gunpowder, Printing and paper, compass

94.



94A.

Silk Road 


